Neurological and psychiatric conditions pose an increasing socioeconomic burden on our aging society. Our ability to understand and treat these conditions relies on the development of reliable tools to study the dynamics of the underlying neural circuits. Despite significant progress in approaches and devices to sense and modulate neural activity, further refinement is required on the spatiotemporal resolution, cell-type selectivity, and longterm stability of neural interfaces. Guided by the principles of neural transduction and by the materials properties of the neural tissue, recent advances in neural interrogation approaches rely on flexible and multifunctional devices. Among these approaches, multimaterial fibers have emerged as integrated tools for sensing and delivering of multiple signals to and from the neural tissue. Fiber-based neural probes are produced by thermal drawing process, which is the manufacturing approach used in optical fiber fabrication. This technology allows straightforward incorporation of multiple functional components into microstructured fibers at the level of their macroscale models, preforms, with a wide range of geometries. Here we will introduce the multimaterial fiber technology, its applications in engineering fields, and its adoption for the design of multifunctional and flexible neural interfaces. We will discuss examples of fiber-based neural probes tailored to the electrophysiological recording, optical neuromodulation, and delivery of drugs and genes into the rodent brain and spinal cord, as well as their emerging use for studies of nerve growth and repair.
Introduction
Understanding the structure and dynamics of the mammalian nervous system is recognized as one of the most pressing issues for our aging society. Consequently, significant effort has been dedicated to the advancement of neural interfaces. In clinic, neural recording and modulation devices are routinely applied to diagnose and regulate neurological and psychiatric diseases a School of Engineering, Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer such as Parkinson's disease, 1 Alzheimer disease, 2,3 epilepsy, 4 and major depression. 5 More recently, implantable neuroprostheses have been used to restore or rehabilitate sensorimotor function in patients affected by trauma to the central or peripheral nervous system. For example, the field of brain-computer interfaces uses recordings of neural activity acquired via electrode arrays implanted in the cortex of paralyzed human subjects to enable control of external systems such as artificial limbs, wheelchairs, and computer cursors (Fig. 1a) . 6, 7 The signals from the cortex can similarly be applied to control subject's limb muscles, which effectively bypasses the circuits damaged by the spinal cord injury restoring motor function (Fig. 1b) . 8, 9 Spinal neural stimulation with electrode arrays implanted epidurally and percutaneously, which are commonplace in chronic pain management, act synergistically with rehabilitation therapy to facilitate recovery of motor functions following spinal cord injury. 10, 11 In the peripheral nervous system, neural interfaces have been employed to restore sensory function. The hallmark example is the cochlear implant. 12 Furthermore, as the understanding of how the central and peripheral nervous systems (CNS and PNS) work in unison to orchestrate the function of peripheral organs continues to expand, therapies involving peripheral nerve modulation have been proposed for a myriad of conditions previously not considered neurological. In particular, vagal nerve stimulation has been extensively studied as a way to modulate the immune system and to alleviate depression. [13] [14] [15] When developing neural interfaces, it is essential to consider the function, structure, and biophysical properties of the target region of the nervous system. Since electrical and chemical signalling are at the core of neuronal function, neural interfaces should be designed to sense or modulate changes in neuronal potentials and neurotransmitters. While patch-clamp electrophysiology delivers intracellular potentials with unmatched spatiotemporal precision, it is a labour-intensive method with limited throughput and is challenging to implement in behaving subjects. 16, 17 Electrodes placed extracellularly permit recording of isolated high-frequency single-neuron potentials (spikes) and timeand space-averaged local field potentials (LFPs). [18] [19] [20] [21] While spike rates are often correlated to observed behaviours in fundamental neuroscience studies, LFPs are indispensable in clinical neuroscience and diagnostics of neurological disorders. [22] [23] [24] Despite their essential role in neuronal signalling, there are fewer tools to detect neurotransmitters. The fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV), which records redox curves and microdialysis 
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combined with spectroscopic detection of chemical signatures, remains the dominant chemical sensing technique in the nervous system. [25] [26] [27] While FSCV delivers temporal precision comparable to electrophysiological recording of neuronal voltages, it is only applicable to a handful of molecules (dopamine, serotonin) with signatures sufficiently distinct from the other local species. 28 In contrast, microdialysis is largely agnostic to the chemical properties of the compounds of interest, but has limited temporal and spatial resolution. 29 The neural tissue comprises not only neuronal but also glial cells including astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, and microglia in the central nervous system (CNS) and Schwann cells in the peripheral nervous system (PNS). 24, 30, 31 First considered as supportive cells, glia are increasingly recognized as mediators of signalling in the nervous system. 32, 33 Although these cells do not produce action potentials, they exchange ions with other glia and neurons via gap junctions and release growth factors and neurotransmitters. 34 While only a handful of probes have been applied to study glial signalling in vivo, 35 next generation neural interfaces will likely fill this niche to further our understanding of neuro-glial communication.
The functional role and geometric architecture of a particular region of the nervous system imparts constraints onto design of neural interfaces. In addition to controlling basic physiological homeostasis, the brain presides over all higher level functions including emotional response, memory, social interactions, and motor coordination. 36 As the most evolutionary brain structure, the cortex is essential for information integration in the brain and plays a key role in cognition, consciousness, memory, and sensorimotor behaviours to name a few. 37, 38 Sensory and motor cortical areas have been extensively mapped to specific behaviours, and are frequently targeted by neural interfaces in the context of BCI-aided restoration of function. 39, 40 As the cortex forms a largearea relatively superficial structure, surface electrode arrays are often deployed to sense and modulate activity of many neurons from different cortical subregions. 41 These electrocorticography (ECoG) probes generally record time and space-averaged potentials from large groups of neurons. 42 While predominantly used to locate origins of seizures in epilepsy patients, these probes have recently been applied in BCI. Recently, the advances in complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication and signal multiplexing and demultiplexing have vastly increased the spatiotemporal resolution of these probes offering increase precision in seizure detection. 43 In addition, advances in organic electronics permit for intimate interfaces of these surface probes with the cortex, which enables recording of activity of isolated single units. 44 Despite these advances, deeper brain structures including deeper cortical layers and subcortical structures are usually accessed with penetrating probes. These range from insulated microwires 45 and their assemblies, 46 to silicon-based micromachined arrays such as Utah arrays and Michigan probes, 47, 48 to fully CMOS-integrated neuropixels with hundreds of neural recording cites. 49 Electrical stimulation of neural activity can be performed using the same or similar devices, and its efficacy relies on the electrode charge injection characteristics. 50, 51 Spinal cord and peripheral nerves present additional challenges to the design of neural interfaces. Unlike the brain which undergoes microscale movements (micromotion) with respect to the skull, the spinal cord and the peripheral nerves are subject to repeated bending and stretching deformation during normal movement. 52 Furthermore, the reduced redundancy of the spinal and peripheral circuits makes these organs particularly sensitive to implantation of hardware. Hence spinal and peripheral nerve interfaces are often designed in conformal, sleeve, and cuff configurations. 53 To distinguish between the thousands of axonal fibres carrying information from the CNS toward the organs and vice versa, it is often necessary to insert the recording and stimulating interfaces within the depth of the tissue. 54, 55 As it is essential to implant neural interfaces for extended periods of time, both the surface and penetrating probes should be reliable and biocompatible to avoid losses in performance and excessive tissue damage. A subject of several thorough reviews, foreign body response is in part be mitigated by minimizing the implant dimensions and reducing its stiffness. [55] [56] [57] Both design principles are hypothesized to reduce the disruption of neuronal and glial networks, the breach of the blood-brain/spinal cord/nerve barrier, and the repeated impact on the tissue due to the (micro)motion of the brain, spinal cord, and the nerves with respect to the skull, vertebrae, or other bone to which the probe backend interfaces are commonly affixed. Materials chemistry of the neural interfaces contributing to the interactions with the tissue, coatings mimicking extracellular matrix as well as a variety of neuro-attractive compounds are under investigation as the means of improving the long term performance of these probes. 58, 59 In this review, we will discuss design considerations for developing neural interfaces and introduce fiber-based neural probes as a one of the possible solutions to achieve multi-modal performance while minimizing tissue damage. We first highlight the challenges in matching the mechanical, chemical, and electrical characteristics of the nervous system, and those associated with the integration of multiple functional components into the devices necessary to achieve cell-type and circuit specificity in recording and modulation while maintaining long-term reliability. We then highlight neural engineering solutions to meet these challenges. This is followed by the discussion of the fundamental principles underlying fiber fabrication and examples of engineering applications of multimaterial fibers. Lastly, multimaterial fibers are introduced as a possible solution to achieve functional utility of optoelectronic neural interfaces capable of multimodal interrogation of brain and spinal cord circuits.
Design considerations for neural interfaces
2.1. Mechanical and structural properties 2.1.1. Modulus mismatch and foreign-body response. When devices are implanted into or placed onto the surface of the neural tissue for extended periods of time, these interfaces often exhibit signatures of neuronal death and inflammatory response manifested as gliosis. Glial scars have been shown to increase in thickness and density over six weeks following implantation. 60 Furthermore, axonal regrowth is inhibited in the vicinity of the implanted probes. 61, 62 Together, this creates a functionally insulating layer surrounding the implants, resulting in poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in neural recording, reduced charge injection ability for electrical stimulation, enhanced scattering that interferes with optical interrogation, and impeded infusion and probing of (neuro)chemicals (Fig. 2 ).
63-66
The foreign body response is hypothesized to stem largely from the acute damage caused by the insertion process of the probes, which evokes the destruction of cells, extracellular matrix, capillaries, and the breach of the blood-brain barrier (BBB). Repeated impact to the local environment due to relative displacement between neural tissue and probes also arise during respiration or heartbeat. 55, 56, 65 This relative micromotion is thought to be accompanied with the disruption of glial networks 67 and the breach of BBB 68 which exacerbate as the stiffness of the device becomes higher. 57 Consequently, significant effort has been dedicated to increasing the probes flexibility with the intent of extending their long-term function. [69] [70] [71] When considering neural probes tethered to the skull or vertebrae, the bending stiffness serves as an indicator of the flexibility of the structure. The latter is defined as the force (F) required for reaching a certain deflection (d):
Here, E is the composite Young's modulus for the probe, I is the moment of inertia, and L is the length of the probe. Therefore, the bending stiffness of implanted neural interfaces is determined by (1) the composite elastic modulus of the constituent material(s), and (2) the moment of inertia of the structure. This opens a broad design landscape to tune materials properties, as well as device dimensions and geometries, which will be described in the following sections (Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3).
2.1.2. Materials for neural interfaces. Changing from hard to soft materials is one solution towards increasing flexibility of the devices. Historically materials used in neural probes had elastic moduli of few hundreds of GPa, five-to-six orders larger than that of the neural tissue. For example, microwires, 73 stereotrodes (Fig. 3a) , 45 tetrodes (Fig. 3b) , 19, 46 and microfabricated multi-electrode arrays ( Fig. 3c and d ) 20, 21, 47, 48 were produced from metals or silicon.
With recent advancements in manufacturing technologies, soft materials can now be incorporated into the neural probes. For example, polymers including polyimide, 74 polyurethane, poly(dimethyl sulfoxide) (PDMS), polycarbonate, polyetherimide, cyclic-olefin copolymer, 70, 71, 75 and parylene C 44, 76 are commonly leveraged as substrates or packaging layers (Fig. 4a) . Bioresorbable materials such as silk fibroin were also used in minimally invasive neural interfaces (Fig. 4b) . 77 In particular, hydrogels are gaining attention due to their established biocompatibility and compatible elastic moduli that could be tailored to match those of neural tissue. However, the use of hydrogels is hindered by their low-yield processing and poor electrical and optical properties. Consequently, these materials have been predominantly implemented as modulus-matching coatings on neural probes with their application as functional elements limited to transient optical interfaces. [78] [79] [80] To maintain low impedance of the electrical interface with neural tissue for efficient recording and stimulation, metals are frequently used for electrodes deposited onto flexible polyimide, parylene C, or PDMS substrates via photolithographic or micro-contact printing techniques. 43, [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] Concomitantly, organic conductors are increasingly used as functional electrode materials boasting lower moduli and comparable or superior electrical properties to those of metals and crystalline semiconductors (Fig. 5) . For example, a poly(vinyl alcohol) matrix doped with a workhorse material of organic electronics, poly(3,4-ethylene-dioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), and a copolymer of collagen and organic semiconductor polypyrrole were used as the electrode materials. [87] [88] [89] PEDOT:PSS and its chemical derivatives are vigorously studied in the context of neural interfaces due to their low elastic modulus (100 MPa) and electrochemical stability in high-salt physiological fluids. [90] [91] [92] In addition to electronic conduction, PEDOT:PSS forms an ionic interface with the tissue, which facilitates high SNR recordings and enhanced charge injection capacity. 90, 93 In addition to its use in electrodes, PEDOT:PSS was recently integrated into organic electrochemical transistors, fabricated on flexible parylene C substrates, to function as the gate. These devices allowed for the recording of LFPs and single-unit spikes from the cortical surface with high SNR. 44, 94, 95 Carbon-based materials such as carbon nanotube (CNT) and graphene, with high mechanical robustness and conductivities comparable to those of metals, are increasingly considered as materials for miniaturized, flexible, and multifunctional neural interfaces (Fig. 6 ). For example, single carbon fibres with diameters of o10 mm and their arrays have recently enabled long-term recordings of isolated action potentials and LFPs with minimal damage to the surrounding tissue. 62, 76, 96, 97 Concomitantly, transparent graphene and graphene oxide electrodes deposited on planar substrates have offered electrical interface to the neural tissue coupled with simultaneous optical imaging.
98-100
Composites of polymers with carbon, metal, or organic conductor nanoparticles offer an alternative route to reducing the electrode stiffness while maintaining conductivity. [101] [102] [103] Composites of silver nanowires and styrene-butadiene-strylene elastomer fabricated as serpentine meshes were used to record and modulate cardiac signals, 104 as well as enable interfaces with cortical, spinal, and peripheral nerve surfaces. Similarly, polymers doped with CNTs were used for recording electrodes. 105 Graphene sheets were also deposited via layer-by-layer methods onto the CNT surfaces to achieve large-area soft/conductive electrodes. [106] [107] [108] [109] Being compatible with established microfabrication techniques, these carbon-based composites could also be processed into electrodes of low dimensions. These materials are mechanically and chemically stable, while simultaneously offering high conductivity. 2.1.3. Size and geometry. Engineering the dimensions and geometry enables further reduction in the bending stiffness and the impact of the neural probes onto the surrounding tissue. The moment of inertia is proportional to the cubic thickness of the device, 110, 111 hence relatively small decreases in its dimensions can yield significant gains in flexibility. As mentioned above, carbon-fibre or CNT-based 5-10 mm electrodes trigger negligible immune response. 62, 109 Meshes, fibres, serpentines, and fractal-surfaces ( Fig. 7) similarly imparted flexibility to the devices composed of materials with GPa moduli. 70, [112] [113] [114] Electrodes with a few micrometer thickness were deposited onto pre-strained stretchable substrates with a ribbon and serpentine patterns, which rendered them resilient to strain and allowed them to conform to curved and soft surfaces. Alternatively, ultrathin meshes with deposited electrodes could be delivered through syringes, resulting in open and floating interfaces with the brain tissue, thus minimizing the foreign body reaction. 69, 115 Fiber-based neural probes, which will be discussed in depth later in this review, are also examples of miniaturized neural interfaces. The process of inserting miniaturized and flexible neural probes into the brain, spinal cord, and nerve tissue still pose a challenge. Consequently, a variety of implantation techniques including removable guide fixtures, bioresorbable coatings, and slow insertion and injection methods have been implemented to ensure precise targeting to regions of interest within tissue depth.
2.1.4. Surface coatings to improve probe biocompatibility. To reduce elastic and chemical mismatch between the probes and the surrounding tissue and to alleviate the inflammatory reaction to the device implantation, a variety of soft materials as well as anti-inflammatory, adhesion, and neuro-attractive factors has been explored. [116] [117] [118] [119] The environment near the implanted probe could be modified by controlling the hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of the probe surface. For example, hydrogels composed of hyaluronic acid or polyethylene glycol (PEG) have been implemented. 119, 120 Furthermore, modification of surface topography was also explored. 121, 122 These approaches appeared to reduce gliosis near the implants, but were less effective in the long term due to the eventual degradation of the coatings. 119, 120 Bioactive molecules 123, 124 and anti-inflammatory drugs such as dexamethasone [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] were deposited onto the probe surfaces to reduce accumulation of glia and promote neuronal survival and attachment. 124, [132] [133] [134] [135] These approaches reduced the concentration of reactive oxidative species produced by the activated microglia, which minimized the size of the scar. More recently, the integration of a neuroattractive biomolecule L1 (Fig. 8 [140] [141] [142] [143] Optogenetics relies on optically responsive microbial ion channels and pumps, opsins, whose genes are introduced into the mammalian cells via viral transfection and electroporation, or via development of transgenic animal models. Following expression of the opsins, the modified cells, e.g. neurons, could be activated or inhibited on-demand via illumination with visible light. 140 Cation channels, such as channelrhodopsin 2 (ChR2), 140 cause membrane depolarization and are used for neural activation, while proton (e.g. archaerhodopsins 144 ) and chloride (e.g. halorhodopsins 145 ) pumps and anion channels (e.g. anion channel rhodopsins 146 ) yield membrane hyperpolarization and are applied to neural inhibition. With optogenetics, it became possible to selectively sensitize the neuronal types of interest to certain wavelengths of light by choosing specific promoters. Furthermore, since the introduction of opsins to neuroscience more than a decade ago, a diversity of these proteins has been discovered and engineered to permit modulation of multiple independent cell types using light with wavelengths ranging across the entire visible spectrum. [147] [148] [149] [150] [151] To apply optogenetics in the neural tissue, it is necessary to deliver the optical power equal or exceeding the threshold for opsin-mediated neural excitation or inhibition (e.g., 1 mW mm À2 for ChR2, 7 mW mm À2 for NpHR). 152 The volume of the affected tissue depends on the numerical aperture of the fiber and the input power. Given the scattering and absorption within neural tissue, the light is attenuated by B10 fold over 1 mm.
153
Therefore to manipulate neurons 1 mm below the fiber with a relatively low numerical aperture of 0.2, B10 mW mm
À2
power density should be delivered at the tip. This translates into a relatively modest optical power of B180 mW for a 150 mm diameter fiber allowing to access 0.018 mm 3 , which contains approximately 1625 cells considering normal neuronal density of 9.2 Â 10 4 neurons per mm. 3, 152 Tuning the input power and the numerical aperture of the fiber allow for broad tunability of the number of the affected cells. Recently reported tapered fibers further expand the accessible illuminated volumes and their geometries allowing for depth-tunable access to specific brain regions. 154 To deliver optical power densities sufficient for optogenetic manipulation, such technical advances can be further paired with electrophysiology paralleling rapid development of the biomolecular tools with ever-increasing optical sensitivity. 155 At first, light was delivered via conventional silica optical fibres adhered to tungsten 156, 157 or nickel-chromium 158 microwires
( Fig. 9a and b) . Similarly, previously developed multi-electrodearrays such as Utah-arrays 159, 160 and Michigan probes [161] [162] [163] [164] were outfitted with silica fibres. These combinatorial approaches have since been expanded to recording arrays 164 ( Fig. 9c ) with integrated micro light-emitting devices (mLEDs) and transparent waveguide arrays of zinc oxide pillars 165 ( Fig. 9d ). Fully wireless probes integrating mLEDs 166, 167 and laser diode chips 168 have concomitantly emerged to enable optogenetics studies in complex and social environments. Most recently, tapered silica fibres were introduced to modulate depth and area of illumination which enabled illumination of multi-wavelength light to the multiple region at the same time. 154 2.2.2. Neural interfaces for chemical modulation and sensing. Neural activity can be modulated by delivering pharmacological agents such as agonists and antagonists of specific receptors into the nervous system. 169 Additionally, chemogenetic tools such as DREADDs (Designer Receptors Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs) enable chemical control of genetically identifiable neuronal populations. 170 As chemogenetics and traditional pharmacology rely on infusion of compounds into the nervous system with the efficacy of intraperitoneal or intravenous injections often limited by off-target effects of the drugs or their poor transport across the BBB, there is a need for development of fluid delivery modules for neural interfaces. Soluble factors are traditionally delivered via a simple cannula composed of stainless steel or plastic connected by flexible tubing to an external or implanted pump. More recently, microfluidic channels were integrated into neural probes to allow for simultaneous delivery of soluble factors and electrophysiological recording. [171] [172] [173] [174] These integrated channels were also used to deliver the viral vectors in studies reliant on genetic modification. Using these devices in conjunction with optogenetics and pharmacology further enabled identification of the recorded cell types. 175, 176 To minimize the impact on the surrounding tissue akin to the electrophysiological recording devices, these combined probes could be fabricated from softer materials including polyimide and parylene C. 177 Chemical factors were also delivered into the tissue using liquid-loaded nanoparticles deposited onto electrodes and selectively triggered by external thermal, optical, and acoustic stimuli. [178] [179] [180] [181] [182] Additionally, coatings of PEDOT nanotubes, 183, 184 CNT, 185 nanoporous gold, [186] [187] [188] and polymers 131 deposited onto electrodes were loaded with small-molecule drugs, e.g. dexamethasone, which could then be released by applying voltage. In addition to the introduction of chemical signals into the nervous system, sensing of chemical factors would offer insights into neurophysiological phenomena governed by exchanges of neurotransmitters or growth factors.
Due to its millisecond temporal resolution, FSCV is the most widely used method for chemical sensing in the nervous system. 189 However, this method is restricted to electroactive molecules [190] [191] [192] [193] (e.g. dopamine, norepinephrine, and serotonin), and its selectivity is impeded in environments with comparable concentrations of multiple electroactive species. FSCV is commonly performed with carbon paste or carbon fibre electrodes and metal microwires. [194] [195] [196] Similar to electrophysiological recording, probes miniaturization of the voltammetry electrodes can reduce the foreign body reaction. 197, 198 Small dimensions, however, limit its sensitivity.
To compensate for this, nanostructures such as nanoporous gold, carbon nanofiber, CNTs, and graphene flakes were coated on the electrodes. [199] [200] [201] [202] Immobilization of enzymes specific to the neurotransmitters of interest can also improve the sensitivity and selectivity of the voltammetry probes (Fig. 10a) . 203 Applying FSCV to detect hydrogen peroxide produced in enzymatic reactions can further expand this method to non-electroactive neurotransmitters such as glutamate, 204 acetylcholine, 205 and adenosine. 206 In addition to voltammetry, chemical sensing can be achieved by sampling of the extracellular fluid via microdialysis (Fig. 10b ) 207, 208 combined with external spectroscopic detection of species of interest. Microdialysis probes typically consist of two channels, one of which is outfitted with a semipermeable membrane that prevents microscale debris from contaminating the sample. The system then works by perfusing the physiological fluid in a push-pull fashion delivering a sample carrying a representative chemical load to the external analytic tools. In the past years, a diversity of microdialysis membranes was engineered including porous anodic alumina produced by deep reactive ion etching 208 [213] [214] [215] [216] For example, electrophysiological recording and simultaneous release of an inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA from a nanostructured polymer reservoir were demonstrated using bioelectronic neural pixels 49 ( Fig. 11a) . Likewise, Utah arrays and Michigan probes have been outfitted with microfluidic channels to allow for chemical delivery. 216, 217 Notably, it was possible to monitor electrical and chemical signals via the same electrodes. Suzuki and colleagues developed soft parylene-C based neural probes that integrated electrodes and microfluidic channels to target peripheral nerve activity (Fig. 11b) . 182, 218 In these devices, gold electrodes for neural recording were deposited onto a 10 mm-thick photoresist (AZP4620) layer, which was sandwiched between two 10 mm-thick Parylene C films, resulting in a flexible structure. Minev et al. deposited soft platinum-silicone composite electrodes and stretchable gold interconnects onto the surface of low-modulus silicone substrates to produce a compliant and mechanically resilient probe compatible with chronic implantation onto the spinal cord (Fig. 11c) . 86 This device termed 'e-dura' allowed for drug delivery, electrical excitation, and electrophysiological recording which enabled combinatorial electrical and chemical neuromodulation to facilitate recovery of locomotor function following spinal cord injury in rodents. As mentioned above, the introduction of optogenetics motivated the development of multifunctional probes equipped with light delivery capabilities.
99,100,219-221 Kim and colleagues have leveraged microcontact printing techniques to integrate mLEDs, photodetectors, temperature, and later, microfluidic injection modules within flexible devices produced on polymer substrates. 167 Similar probes have been outfitted with wireless antennae for power delivery (Fig. 11d) . 176 These devices enabled delivery of viral vectors carrying opsins into the mouse brain, and then afforded optogenetic neuromodulation in untethered subjects in open environments. Furthermore, flexible and stretchable optogenetic devices produced under similar design guidelines were compatible with applications in the spinal cord and peripheral nerves. 222 Despite these advances, integration of electrophysiological recording with optical and chemical interrogation capabilities while tailoring the size and geometry of the micro/nano-sized devices remains a challenge. Lithographic and microcontact printing techniques rely on many fabrication steps, which often results in reduction of device yield or demands an increased probe footprint. More importantly, backend connectors necessary to interface with multiple functional features present a formidable challenge to insulation and packaging. Although wireless optogenetic devices open exciting applications in behavioral studies in freely moving animals, there remains a need for the wire-linked systems to transfer massive electrophysiological datasets as well as to minimize potential absorption of the radiofrequency electromagnetic waves by the tissue and heating of the optoelectronic components. 223 In the following sections, we will introduce neural interface devices based on multimaterial fibers as potential solutions to these hurdles. We will first describe the underlying principles of fiber drawing and introduce applications of this technology as sensors, actuators, and optical components. We will then elaborate on the extension of fiber-based fabrication to applications in neuroscience and neural engineering.
Fundamentals of fiber drawing process and applications of fiber-based devices
With the emergence of multimaterial fibers, multifunctional optoelectronic devices with microscale and nanoscale features could be produced with high throughput from their macroscale models. Being compatible with polymers and composites, the fiber drawing process offered an intriguing route towards producing flexible and multifunctional devices. Prior to describing fiber-based optoelectronic neural probes, in this section we introduce the fundamental principles of thermaldrawing and fiber fabrication, and later discuss state-of-the-art engineering applications of multimaterial fibers.
From traditional fibers to multimaterial fibers
The word ''fibers'' is typically referred to string-like objects comprising of a single material. In the textile industry, fibers are the building blocks of fabrics. As we look beyond aesthetic and protective use of fibers, integration of functional features into an one dimensional form factor delivers a wealth of applications in engineering and biomedicine. For instance, silica fibers form the basis of the optical telecommunication 224, 225 to send and receive light signals over distances in the length scale of kilometres. In the medical field, laser oblation surgery often relies on fiber waveguides, [226] [227] [228] while in the civil engineering field, kilometre-long optical fibers are placed in bridges 229, 230 and pipelines 231, 232 to monitor the emergence of structural damage.
For decades, optical fibers remained as simple core-clad structures composed predominantly of single material, glassy silica. Fibers, however, can be designed and fabricated into complex structures containing multiple materials classes, such as metals, insulators, and semiconductors that form functional devices. Recent work based on the preform-to-fiber thermal drawing illustrates the broad range of functions achievable in multimaterial fibers that include photonic bandgap transmission, 233 to sensors of optical, 234 thermal, 235 chemical, 236 acoustic, 237 and mechanical signals. 238 Notably, the multifunctional fibers can be produced from polymers with moduli lower than that of metals and glasses, and with tunable cross sectional geometry and dimensions on the micrometer scale, which suggests their use as minimally invasive interfaces to biological systems.
Thermal drawing of multimaterial fibers
The fabrication of a multimaterial fiber begins with the construction of a macroscopic preform. This preform contains all materials in architecture identical to that of the desired fiber, but larger in its cross-sectional dimensions and shorter in length. The preform and the drawn fiber usually contain a multimaterial functional domain, in which the shapes, positions, and structures of all materials and interfaces are well defined. This domain is always cladded by an amorphous thermoplastic that supports the stresses that arise during thermal drawing. The preform materials are selected not only for the desired properties such as electrical conductivity or optical transparency but also for their ability to be co-drawn. This implies that the chosen materials possess similar viscosities at the drawing temperature to flow together and to avoid unintentional capillary breakup and intermixing due to flow instabilities. 239 To build these preforms, the cladding material and the constituent materials within the functional domain are usually prepared separately. 240 For instance, conductive metallic strips can be commercially purchased or machined to desired dimensions. Conductive carbon-loaded polymer composites can be similarly milled or laser cut into strips from bulk films. Semiconducting components, for example chalcogenide glasses, can be prepared by molding from their powder form (Fig. 12a) . The chalcogenide glasses can also be fabricated as thin films (Fig. 12b) by thermal evaporation onto polymer substrates. The cladding material is assembled either by film rolling or film stacking. Alternatively, extruded polymer rods can be used as the cladding followed by milling, drilling or lathing to produce slots and holes where other materials could be inserted. The final step of the preform fabrication is consolidation in vacuum at an elevated temperature to eliminate air spaces between the functional components. This assembled multimaterial preform is then placed into a vertical furnace within a (thermal) draw tower, heated 50-100 1C above the glass transition (T g ) and melting (T m ) temperatures of the constituent materials and drawn into a fiber (Fig. 12c) . At these temperatures, the materials within the preform possess reduced viscosity, which results in their flow. Application of a pulling force yields the preform necking and stretching into a fiber. This force is typically exerted by a capstan with a controlled speed, v capstan . Simultaneously, the preform is advanced into the furnace with a given feed speed, v downfeed (Fig. 12) . Due to the conservation of volume, the draw-down ratio, r, between the dimensions of the preform (D preform ) and drawn fiber (D fiber ) is defined by the following equation:
Hence, by using capstan speed significantly higher than the downfeed speed, one can draw kilometre-long fibers with preserved materials architectures and cross-sectional dimensions of the features reduced by a draw-down ratio as large as 500. In the context of neural interfaces, the thermal drawing method can potentially produce tens of thousands of centimetre-long probes from a single preform.
In-fiber devices
Afforded by a wide range of co-drawable material combinations, a diversity of device functionalities can be established within fibers. In this sub-section, we discuss several examples of multimaterial fibers with applications across various engineering fields (Table 1) . Fig. 12 Preform-to-fiber steps. (a) Semiconducting chalcogenide glass powder melts and merge within a heated rocking furnace (a1) into a homogeneous rod (a2) that is inserted into the hollow slot of a drilled cylindrical macro-rod of the cladding material (a3). Metallic or conductive polymer strips are slotted into milled channels to interface with the chalcogenide glass rod, resulting in a metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) architecture. The polymer rod with metallic and semiconducting components is then rolled (a4) with a polymeric film, before consolidation in a vacuum oven to obtain a homogenous solid preform (a5). (b) Chalcogenide glass thermally evaporated with a controlled thickness onto a polymeric sheet, before rolling (b1), consolidating (b2) and later inserting into a hollow rod together with metallic strips (b3). Similarly, the structure is enclosed with rolling films (b4) and consolidated (b5). (c) Thermal drawing of the assembled macroscopic preform within a vertical furnace results in sub-millimeter solid-core (c1) and thin-film fiber devices (c2 3.3.1. Photodetecting fibers. Semiconductors are the building material blocks of modern integrated optoelectronics. 241 A photodetector is a ubiquitous element of modern telecommunications; this device typically constitutes a semiconductor p-n diode junction contacted by adjacent electrodes. A simpler structure is a photoconductor with conductivity depending on optical illumination power. The latter structure has been realized by Abouraddy et al. 242 in a fiber containing a low glass transition amorphous arsenic-based chalcogenide semiconductor (As 40 Se 49 Te 11 Sn 5 ) and low melting-point metallic alloy of tin-silver (Sn-5% Ag) that could be co-drawn together (Fig. 13a) within a thermoplastic polysulfone (PSU) cladding. The PSU cladding was chosen for its transparency to visible and infrared light. Upon exposure to light (wavelengths 390-830 nm), As 40 Se 49 Te 11 Sn 5 generates electron-hole pairs that can be collected as a current by the adjacent tin-silver electrodes in response to an applied voltage ( Fig. 13b and c) . Photodetecting elements disposed along the length of the fiber may enable sensing of light across large volumes. Furthermore, a photodetector or a photoconductor with a fiber form factor can be flexible due to its high aspect ratio and resulting low bending stiffness. Individual features within the fiber photodetector can be programmed into different shapes, dimensions and orientations (Fig. 13d) . 243 For example, in addition to simply collecting the signal due to the presence of light, one can also measure the angle of light incidence by shaping the semiconductor (As 40 Se 60 or As 40 Se 54 Te 6 ) as a ring (fabricated by thermal evaporation) within the fiber cladding. Each pair of electrodes adjacent to the semiconductor core establishes an independent photodetector. By applying the voltage across each pair of electrodes, 4 devices are effectively formed. Each of these photoconductors, assumed to be fixed in space, responds differently to the incident ray angle. From the 4 current values obtained from 4 independent photoconductors, one can resolve the angle at which the light is incident onto the fiber. Using the same approach, more photoconductors can be added into the fiber through the inclusion of additional concentric semiconducting rings to extract additional information about the incident light. For example, the spectrum of light can be detected ( Fig. 13f and g ). The ability to detect light using fibers can, in the future, be leveraged in neuroscience studies reliant on fluorescent activity reporters. Such studies are now performed using conventional silica fibers 244, 245 and require sophisticated detection and amplification schemes, which can be eliminated by in-fiber conversion of optical signals into electrical currents.
Temperature sensing fibers.
Akin to photodetection, metal-semiconductor-metal architecture within fibers can be used for temperature sensing. Bayindir et al. 235 fabricated thermalsensing fibers (Fig. 14a) Optical loss is 0.5 dB cm Similar to the photoresistive mechanism in photodetecting fibers with As 40 Se 60 or As 40 Se 54 Te 6 cores described above, the heat sensing fibers make use of the thermoresistive effect. The chalcogenide semiconductor composition in GAST exhibits small electronic mobility gap allowing for large resistance and current changes in response to small changes in temperature. 246 The in-fiber GAST thermoresisters exhibit ohmic behaviour in the voltage range AE50 V (Fig. 14b and c) . Further characterizing the thermoresistive properties of this chalcogenide glass, an exponential relation between the resistance and the absolute temperature was determined (Fig. 14d) . One can then collect temperature readings based on the measured resistance. Flexibility of fibers permits their weaving into meshes that conform to curved objects such as a human head (Fig. 14e) . Collecting ohmic resistance readings from individual fibers within a woven mesh, a spatial temperature map across the head can be produced (Fig. 14f) . This fiber array spatially resolved the positions of a contacting finger or an ice cube and delivered their corresponding temperature maps consistent with those obtained by a commercial infrared camera. In the context of biomedicine, thermosensing can enable studies of local inflammation or permit monitoring of heating effects during optical or electrical neuromodulation experiments akin to thermistors employed by Kim and colleagues. In this proof-of-concept study a sensing agent for peroxide vapour was coated onto the walls of a hollow channel within a fiber (Fig. 15a ). This hollow channel was surrounded by a photonic bandgap structure composed of concentric multilayers with differing indices of refraction (Fig. 15b) alternating between chalcogenide glass arsenic selenide (As 2 S 3 , refractive index n = 2.8) and polyetherimide (PEI, n = 1.66). Light emitted by oxamide-based sensing agent upon chemical reaction with the peroxide coupled into transmission modes of the photonic bandgap waveguide and was then detected at the end of the fiber (Fig. 15c) . The limit of peroxide detection using this fiber architecture was 100 parts-per-billion (ppb) even following reduction of optical losses in the waveguide (Fig. 15d) .
To further increase the sensitivity of a fiber-based chemical sensors, Gumennik et al. 236 explored a hybrid fiber structure that contained a hollow channel coated with sensing agent and an integrated in-fiber selenium-based photoconductor (Fig. 15e) . The photoconductor positioned along the fiber length locally collected optical signal from the sensing agent, thus eliminating the losses associated with light propagation through the photonic bandgap waveguide and external detection. This hybrid fiber was capable of detecting peroxide vapor concentration as low as 10 ppb (Fig. 15f) .
Micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS).
In addition to sensing environmental stimuli, a fiber with actuator properties could be beneficial for stimulating neurons. Neurons and glia can perceive chemical, optical (afforded by optogenetics), and mechanical stimuli. The ability to deliver these stimuli using a fiber offered opportunities in multimodal interrogation of neural and glial circuits.
Khudiyev et al. 248 reports the fabrication of an in-fiber microelectromechanical system (MEMS) based on an electrostrictive P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) (vinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene-chlorofluoroethylene terpolymer) ferrorelaxor (Fig. 16b and c) . The choice of an electrostrictive polymer was motivated by its resilience to repeated actuation without observable hysteresis. In this fiber, the flat strip of electrorestrictive polymer was sandwiched between two conducting carbon-loaded polyethylene (CPE) electrodes, creating a parallel-plate capacitor configuration cladded by polycarbonate (PC) (Fig. 16a) . The structure was surrounded by a concentric Bragg mirror composed of alternating layers of As 25 S 75 (n = 2.27) and PC (n = 1.586) to enable the characterization of resonant vibration via optical reflectometry. 249 This MEMS fiber exhibited multiple actuation modes, such as a thickness-mode, bending mode, and a resonant mode. In thickness-mode actuation, the application of an electric field of 25 MV m À1 across the CPEs contacts resulted in the contraction of the (P(VDF-TrFE-CFE)) layer in its thickness direction and expansion in its lateral direction. The strain value in this mode approached 8% exceeding that of typical piezoelectric polymers by two orders of magnitude ( Fig. 16c and d) . In bending mode, the application of 200 V yielded deflection of 80 mm for a 3.5 cm fiber (Fig. 16e) . Lastly, by applying alternating current (AC) electric field, cantilever-like vibrations can be achieved. Its resonant frequency could be tuned by varying the fiber dimensions ( Fig. 16f and g ), which is readily done by changing the stresses during the thermal drawing. 3.3.5. Elastic and soft multifunctional fibers. Elastiomers possess low stiffness, which makes them particularly well-suited to applications in biological tissues. A hallmark characteristic of elastomers is cross-linking between the polymer chains. To be compatible with thermal drawing, however, polymer chains must be able to slide along each other. Qu et al. 250 overcame this challenge and demonstrated thermal-drawing of a superelastic fiber (Fig. 17a) comprised of a thermoplastic elastomer, poly(styrene-b-(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-styrene) (SEBS). SEBS contains a ratio of hard drawable phase (polystyrene) and soft elastomeric phase (poly(ethylene-co-butylene)) that can be adjusted to achieve different softening temperatures. Metallic electrodes can be embedded and co-drawn with SEBS to create a stretchable multimaterial electronic fiber. This, however, is contingent on producing stretchable electrodes. This obstacle could be circumvented by employing liquid metals or alloys such as gallium or galinstan 251 that can flow, deform, and recover to maintain continuity and conductivity [252] [253] [254] [255] as the encapsulating SEBS cladding is stretched and released ( Fig. 17b  and c) . The inclusion of such metallic electrodes did not affect the elastic properties of the SEBS-based fiber (Fig. 17d) . The combination of the mechanical compliance and stretchability of SEBS fibers with the biocompatibility of Ga-based liquid metal electrodes suggests the application of these structures in biological tissue interfaces. 86, 256 Stretchable fibers have also been fabricated to form tunable optical waveguides by co-drawing transparent PC as the core material within the SEBS cladding. As PC is a glassy polymer, it plastically deformed following stretching of the PC/SEBS fiber with its structure coiling up into a helix upon release (Fig. 17d) . The coils of the helix increased optical losses in the PC/SEBS waveguides. Upon stretching, however, the PC core returned into a straight configuration resulting in an increase in optical transmission. This tunable transmission can be used as strain gauges in engineering and biomedical applications (Fig. 17e) .
3.4.
Limitations of fibers and approaches to overcome them 3.4.1. Probing multiple sites along the fiber length. Current fiber-based probes exhibit translational symmetry and only offer two exposed interfaces at the fiber ends with insulating thermoplastic cladding surrounding the rest of the structure. To increase the number of active interface sites per fiber, the fiber translational symmetry has to be broken. One approach is to leverage Rayleigh capillary instability 257 which describes the transformation of a cylindrical core into thermodynamically stable spheres. This phenomenon was first exploited by Kaufman et al., 258 who demonstrated the capillary break-up of an arsenic selenide (As 2 S 3 ) core embedded within a polyethersulfone (PES) fiber cladding by heating the fiber to temperatures above the As 2 S 3 glass transition (Fig. 18a-c) . Adjusting the temperature and heating time, as well as the initial diameter of the glass core (Fig. 18d) , the size of the resulting spheres could be tuned from millimetres to nanometers ( Fig. 18e and f) . Rein et al. 259 have extended this concept by demonstrating that the discrete spheres formed through capillary breakup could be interfaced with adjacent electrodes to create translationally discontinuous devices (Fig. 18g) . In their work, arsenic selenide (As 2 Se 5 ) core was first co-drawn with two parallel non-contacting conducting CPE electrodes (Fig. 18h) . The semiconducting As 2 Se 5 core was selectively broken up into discrete spherical photoconductors that formed interconnects with the continuous CPE buses ( Fig. 18i and j) . The next steps in the realization of multiple probing sites along the fiber length will likely require exploration of capillary breakup of electrically conductive cores into spatially localized surface-exposed spheres. 3.4.2. Optical stimulation from the sides of the fiber. In addition to multiple probing electrodes, it is also beneficial to include multiple optical stimulation sites along the fiber. 260 Conventionally, fibers transmit light along their axes with a single light output point at the fiber tip. One approach to tune the position of optical interface with the tissue is fiber tapering, which results in consecutive reduction of number of supported optical modes within the fiber core as its dimensions are reduced. 154 Coupling of light at different angles then results in the modes exiting at different vertical positions along the taper. Segev and colleagues suggested new paradigm for photonic probes which employs wavelength division multiplexing. 261 Photonic circuits, comprising of grating couplers, photonic waveguides, and arrayed waveguide gratings, were developed to route multispectral light through a single waveguide.
Shapira et al. 262 offered yet another approach to establishing vertically defined surface illumination in fibers. In their work an inclusion of a fluorescent dye within a photonic bandgap fiber resulted in stimulated emission in the radial direction. The dye acted as an optical gain medium pumped by higher energy photons transmitted via the photonic bandgap core with the lower-frequency stimulated emission being restricted to the transverse direction. Multiple fluorescent dyes could be used to produce multiple different emitted spectra. Furthermore, the dye(s) could be incorporated at multiple positions, making it possible to achieve optical stimulation at multiple sites along the fiber. 3.4.3. Materials engineering for functional fiber performance. Amorphous chalcogenide semiconductors exhibit limited mobilities, which translates into poor efficiencies of optoelectronic devices based on these materials as compared to crystalline semiconductors such as silicon, germanium, or III-V materials. 243, 263 Yet, chalcogenide semiconductors are consistently used in the thermaldrawing process due to their low T g , which is comparable to those of polymers. To improve the fiber photoconducting efficiency, new semiconducting materials that can be co-drawable with polymers have to be investigated. Conductive materials for electrodes are also typically constrained to low-T m metals and alloys (tin, indium, bismuth-tin, indium-bismuth, and tin-silver) or conductive polymers such as carbon-loaded polyethylene. Some of these low-T m metals, while highly conductive, have limited electrochemical stability and are unsuitable for charge injection. They may also pose biocompatibility concerns stemming from undesired foreign body response leading to the accumulation of glia and neuronal death. 65, 264, 265 It is also challenging to obtain continuous sections of thermally-drawn metals, due to the tendency of cylindrical metallic cores to undergo capillary breakup at elevated draw temperatures. In contrast, carbon-loaded composites such as CPE can be thermally drawn into long continuous sections with high fidelity and consistency of the resulting features. These polymer carbon composites are also biocompatible and flexible, which makes them attractive alternatives to low-T m metals for biomedical applications. CPE electrical conductivity, however, is approximately 6-7 orders of magnitude lower than that of low T m metals. To address this shortcoming in carbon composite electrodes, Guo et al. 266 harnessed the alignment of polymeric chains that occurs during the thermal drawing to form carbonfiber loaded electrodes with enhanced conductivity. High aspect ratio carbon nanofiber (CNF) was mixed into polyethylene matrix, and the resulting composite was drawn at progressively increasing stresses, which resulted in the alignment of polyethylene chains, which, in turn, drove the alignment of the CNFs. This alignment manifested in 2 orders of magnitude improvement in electrical conductivity. While this work highlights the potential in obtaining highly conductive organic electrodes, further work is required to achieve electrical conductivity approaching that of high T m metals such as platinum, iridium, gold, or tungsten that are typically used for recording of neuronal potentials.
3.4.4. Introducing discrete devices into fibers. The limitations on performance of drawable semiconductors discussed above motivate alternative approaches to include active optoelectronic components within fibers. For example, direct embedment of packaged solid-state devices could circumvent the need for thermal drawing of semiconductors. Mature optoelectronic devices based on group IV or group III-V semiconductors boast high optoelectronic efficiencies, but the melting temperatures of the constituent materials make them incompatible with co-drawing with polymer claddings.
Recently, Rein et al. 267 developed a method to introduce discrete microscale solid state devices such as mLEDs and photodetectors into fibers at the stage of preforms. The electrical connections to these devices are then established during the thermal drawing process (Fig. 19a) . These hybrid optoelectronic fibers are capable of light emission and detection with performance characteristics determined by the embedded optoelectronic components (Fig. 19b-e) . This work also details the introduction of commercially-produced microwires of high-T m metals such as tungsten into the preform in situ during the thermal draw process, which offers the possibility to increase electrical conductivity along the fiber.
Multifunctional fiber-based neural interfaces
The thermal drawing process and the multimaterial fiber devices described in Section 3 can be created to satisfy the neural probe design guidelines discussed in Section 2, which invites their applications as multifunctional interfaces to the nervous system. Fiber drawing process enables tailoring of the size and geometry of the fabricated devices, 240 which can be applied to reduce the modulus mismatch between the implanted fibers and the surrounding tissue and to minimize the foreign-body response. 70, 71, 75 In addition, simultaneous drawing of multiple materials within a single fiber allows for straightforward integration of multiple functional features enabling selective sensing and modulation of neural circuits.
In this section, we will describe examples of multifunctional fibers featuring different structures and materials designed to address questions in neuroscience and neural engineering.
Multifunctional fibers for interrogating brain function
With emergence of optogenetics and, more recently, photometry with fluorescence indicators, optical fibers have become commonplace in neuroscience experiments, where they are used to transmit light to and from the nervous system. Researchers have expanded the use of glass fibers by augmenting them with additional functionalities [268] [269] [270] or combining them with the systems for neural recording, 154, [271] [272] [273] [274] (Table 2) . However, the high-T g materials used in these pioneering efforts possess moduli in GPa range, which may evoke a foreign body response and the formation of scattering glial scars at the optical interfaces with the tissue. Multimaterial fibers have offered a facile solution to combining optogenetics with other means of neural interrogation while reducing the elastic mismatch between the implanted devices and the tissue 70, 71, 75 (Table 2) . Multiple components such as optical waveguides, electrodes, or microfluidics consisting of polymers could be straightforwardly integrated into a macroscale preform and then drawn down to scales compatible with implantation into the brain, spinal cord, or peripheral nerves. Due to the nature of thermal drawing, the materials constituting the functional features of the desired probe should possess similar T g and T m to flow simultaneously at the drawing temperature.
Electrophysiological recording of extracellular potentials typically requires electrodes with tip impedances o1 MO. This is easily achieved with metal microwires with dimensions down to o10 mm. To maintain low bending stiffness and achieve resilience of the probes to repeated deformation which arises during tissue motion associated with heartbeat, respiration, and locomotion, polymer claddings offer advantages over hard and brittle glasses. Consequently, the choice of metals is limited to those with T m sufficiently low to be co-drawn with biochemically stable polymers. Among low-T m metals and alloys, tin and indium have emerged as non-toxic materials for neural recording electrodes compatible thermal drawing. 271 High-resolution electrophysiological recording was demonstrated with fiber probes containing 7 or 36 tin electrodes embedded in poly(etherimide) (PEI) insulating cladding (Fig. 20a) . 70 These fiberbased electrode arrays were produced by a two-step drawing process, during which individual PEI-embedded tin electrodes of B200 mm in diameter were produced from macroscale preforms.
The chopped sections of this fiber were then assembled into a secondary preform that was then subjected to another drawing step. The resulting electrodes had diameters 5-8 mm and tip impedances 570-1200 kO at 1 kHz. These miniature electrodes allowed for recording of isolated single-unit potentials in the brain of freely moving mice with SNR of 13 AE 6. While tin electrodes enabled electrophysiological recording within multimaterial fibers, T m of tin (232 1C) restricted the set of available polymer claddings to high T g plastics such as PEI (T g = 215 1C) and poly(phenylsulfone) (PPSU, T g = 220 1C). The latter however, exhibit substantial absorption in the visible range of optical spectrum and autofluorescence, making them unsuitable for application for optogenetics or imaging experiments. This challenge was overcome by replacing tin electrodes with CPE, which was easily co-drawn with transparent polymers PC and cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) that exhibit disparate refractive indices to form the core and cladding of an optical waveguide. The fibers integrating PC/COC optical waveguides, two CPE electrodes, and two microfluidic channels enabled optical excitation of neurons expressing channelrhodopsin 2, ChR2, a blue-light sensitive microbial cation channel. This optically evoked activity was recorded in freely moving mice by the CPE electrodes within the fiber-probes and could be modulated by an infusion of a synaptic blocker via integrated microfluidic channels. The relatively low conductivity of commercially available CPE (0.3 s m À1 as compared to 3.5 s m
À1
for tin), however, posed challenges to electrode miniaturization and limited the maximum attainable resolution and channel count within these probes.
To improve the electrophysiological recording fidelity and resolution of the all-polymer fiber based probes, custom composites of graphite and CPE (gCPE) were engineered, which reduced the sheet resistance by a factor of 4 and resulted in a 700 kO tip impedance at 1 kHz for six 20 Â 20 mm 2 electrodes drawn within a 200 mm fiber that also contained 2 microfluidic channels and a PC/COC optical core (Fig. 20b) . 71 These flexible fiber-probes with low-impedance electrodes allowed for tracking of spontaneous isolated action potentials in the brain of freely moving mice for 12 weeks following implantation. This long-lasting capability could likely be attributed to the reduced foreign body response to the miniature all-polymer low-bending stiffness devices. These multifunctional all-polymer fibers have also enabled recording of optically evoked potentials mediated by ChR2. In this study, ChR2 gene was delivered into the brain via injection of an adeno-associated virus through the integrated microfluidic channels. Optogenetic interrogation of specific projections allows for manipulation of neural circuits in the context of behaviour. With the development of various viral-strategies such as retrograde viruses 275 or Cre-dependent expression schemes, 276 it became possible to investigate the specific projection circuits in freely moving subjects. Being miniature and light-weight, multifunctional fiber based probes can be implanted into multiple brain regions even in mice, enabling dynamic interrogation of projection circuits.
As an example, wild type mice were virally transduced with ChR2 via the abovementioned fiber probes implanted in basolateral amygdala (BLA). The projection from this area to the ventral hippocampus (vHPC) was investigated via the identical fiberbased probes implanted locally within the region. This enabled tracking of the emergence of optically-evoked neuronal potentials allowing for investigation of the functional onset of ChR2 expression in cell bodies and axonal terminals. Furthermore, optical ChR2-mediated stimulation of the BLA inputs to the vHPC resulted in a previously documented anxiety phenotype, 277 which could be abolished by an infusion of the synaptic blocker cyanquixaline (CNQX) into the vHPC through the microfluidic channels of the fiber.
Stretchable fiber-based spinal cord interfaces
In addition to flexibility, spinal cord interfaces must be sufficiently stretchable to be resilient to repeated strains up to 12% experienced by the spinal cord during normal movements. Furthermore, the reduced redundancy of the spinal cord circuits and the low viscoelastic modulus (0.25-0.3 MPa) of the spinal cord tissue demand minimally-invasive interfaces. 54, [278] [279] [280] To meet these challenges probes produced on soft substrates such as parylene C or PDMS were produced as discussed above. These compliant probes enabled optical and electrical stimulation and drug delivery into the spinal cord. Recording of corresponding neural activity, however, remained elusive. The latter may facilitate basic studies of spinal cord circuits as well as elucidate the electrophysiological origins of loss and recovery of sensorimotor functions following spinal cord injuries. Akin to probes designed for studies of brain circuits, fiber drawing offered a strategy for integration of optical stimulation and neural recording capabilities within the spinal cord probes (Fig. 21) . 75, 281 For instance, the stretchable and optically transparent COC elastomer was thermally drawn and outfitted with a concentric mesh of silver nanowires with 1 mm thickness. Following encapsulation with PDMS, these compliant and resilient probes integrated electrodes with exposed ring-shape tips with impedances 35-60 kO and optical cores with losses of 3.9 dB cm À1 . These properties were sufficient to record neuronal potentials in the spinal cords of freely moving mice up to 3 months after implantation. Furthermore, the optical stimulation applied through the cores of these stretchable fibers evoked neural activity in transgenic mice broadly expressing ChR2 in the spinal cord neurons. Applied in lumbar spinal cord this optically evoked activity manifested in correlated hindlimb movements. Due to their compliance, no significant inflammatory reaction of spinal cord tissue was observed surrounding these elastomeric fiber probes.
Optical sensing with fiber photometry
Fiber photometry has become a ubiquitous tool in neuroscience to monitor activity of genetically-identifiable neurons in deep brain regions. [282] [283] [284] In photometry, excitation light is coupled into an optical fiber that transmits it into the brain where it interacts with fluorescent activity indicators, such as genetically encoded calcium indicators, for example GCaMPs. 285, 286 The dynamic fluorescence signal emitted by the indicators then couples back into the same fiber. The fluorescence is then transmitted to the other end of the fiber, separated from the excitation light via a dichroic mirror and finally coupled into an external photodetector (Fig. 22) . So far, these experiments have relied on hard and brittle silica fibers, which is in part due to the comparatively higher losses in polymer waveguides. Materials exploration and refinement of fiber fabrication techniques is, therefore, required for the development of soft and flexible optical fibers with low transmission losses and negligible autofluorescence. Such improvements in optical properties will further advance applications in optogenetics and may permit spatially resolved imaging using fiber bundles.
Regenerative neural interfaces
Neural tissue exhibits limited regenerative ability after peripheral nerve injury, and the recovery is particularly challenging for injuries exceeding 3 cm in length. Consequently, approximately half of such injuries result in life-long disabilities. [287] [288] [289] Synthetic nerve guidance channels have shown promise in facilitating regeneration in nerve gaps beyond 3 cm. [290] [291] [292] Furthermore, it was revealed that engineering the geometry of the channel and the microscale topographical features of the nerve growth substrates can be used to facilitate appropriate orientation of growing neurites and enhance their growth. However, there remained a need for scalable manufacturing techniques to establish topographical features on the interior surfaces of the nerve growth scaffolds. 293, 294 Fiber drawing process offers straightforward means to fabricate nerve guidance scaffolds of arbitrary channel geometries from biocompatible and chemically stable polymers. By applying fiber drawing to hollow PEI preforms with cylindrical, rectangular, and grooved channels, it was possible to produce nerve guidance channels with varied geometries. Furthermore, tuning the stress experienced by the fiber during the drawing, a range of dimensions could be delivered (Fig. 23a) . 295 In contrast to the clinical applications of nerve guidance channels that rely on commercially available cylindrical devices with millimetre dimensions, it was found that rectangular cross sections and enhanced confinement offer superior neurite alignment and enhanced growth. Additionally, introduction of microtopographic features into the channel walls permits decoupling of the neurite alignment and directional growth from the scaffold dimensions, thus suggesting the possibility in the efficient repair of larger nerves. Although PEI provided a favourable surface for neurite adhesion and growth in vitro, applications in vivo may benefit from improved nutrient diffusion, especially in long-gap injuries. Introducing porosity into the fiber scaffold walls will likely improve chemical exchange between the growing neurites and the external environment.
Grena et al. have recently demonstrated that porosity in fibers can be established via thermally induced phase segregation of a polymer-solvent mixture during the thermal drawing process 296 ( Fig. 23b) . Porous fibers were fabricated from multiple polymers including biodegradable polycaprolactone (PCL) with pore dimensions ranging between 500 nm to 10 mm. In addition to guidance scaffolds, a diversity of methods to overcome the limited regenerative ability of the peripheral nervous system have been investigated. These included delivery of growth factors, 297 addition of decellularized neural tissue matrix, 298 electrical stimulation, 299, 300 or application of electric fields. 301, 302 Optogenetics was also recently explored as cell-type specific alternative to electrical stimulation. 303 It is expected, that the next generation scaffolds would permit precise control over the environment of growing neurites by delivering electrical, optical, chemical, and hydrodynamic stimuli via integrated electrodes, waveguides, and microfluidic channels. Investigation of the neuronal activity and recovery within the scaffolds can be aided by in situ electrophysiological recording. Examples of devices capable of promoting regeneration and simultaneous recording from peripheral nerves include flexible cuff electrodes, 304, 305 transversal intrafascicular multichannel electrode (TIME), 306, 307 and PDMS-based microchannel scaffolds equipped with external electrodes (Fig. 23c) . 308, 309 These scaffolds facilitated axonal regrowth 8-13 weeks following sciatic nerve transsection, which was corroborated by the recording of neuronal firing patterns across the connected nerve. These signals were also correlated with behaviour in freely moving rodents. Thermally drawn fibers may offer a versatile platform for development of multifunctional multimaterial scaffolds for tissue repair and in situ monitoring. By extending the principles of electrophysiology, optogenetics, and drug delivery demonstrated with flexible and stretchable fiber-based probes to porous and topographically enhanced scaffolds, it may become possible to modulate and observe nerve growth and define synaptic connections between the tissues within and outside the scaffolds. 
Conclusion and outlook
In this review, we discussed the challenges and potential approaches for developing synthetic devices to study, modulate, and repair the nervous system. Foreign body response and subsequent loss of functional performance remain key barriers to establishing long-term interfaces with the neural tissue. Although advances in soft materials and manufacturing techniques have recently delivered flexible and stealthy neural interfaces, integration of multiple functions and robust packaging continue to pose a challenge to multimodal investigation of neural circuit dynamics with spatiotemporal resolution of individual neurons and isolated action potentials.
Thermally drawn fiber-based probes are emerging as a promising solution for stable multifunctional interrogation of neural dynamics by offering scalable and straightforward integration of multiple functional features within a mechanically compliant and miniature form factor. Combined with selective neuromodulation techniques such as optogenetics and pharmacology, these tools have enabled long-term study of brain and spinal cord circuits and shown promise in enhancing tissue regeneration.
Although the thermal drawing process offered advantages in producing integrated and flexible neural interfaces, a number of engineering challenges demand additional innovation. First, the thermomechanical properties of the materials constituting the functional elements of the fiber are constrained by conditions experienced by the preform during the drawing. This can potentially be resolved by synthesis of new soft materials including polymers, composites, and hydrogels compatible with thermal drawing. Alternatively, hybrid fabrication techniques combining fiber-based processing with complementary techniques may enable integration of components that otherwise cannot be processed simultaneously. This will subsequently expand the palette of materials and features within fiber-based probes. Second, the complexity and the size of the fiber-based neural interfaces are currently limited by the backend connectorization, which relies on labour-intensive semimanual assembly. By coupling fiber-probes to microfabricated geometrically matching backends compatible with traditional CMOS technologies, it may be possible to establish on-board processing of electrophysiological recording as well as wireless transfer of data and power to these devices. Overcoming the current challenges in the design and manufacturing of the fiber-based probes will facilitate their deployment as affordable tools for systems neuroscience studies that are scalable across species. The biological and materials insights delivered by these probes may then transcend studies in neuroscience and open applications in other fields of biomedicine and engineering.
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